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AbstrAct

This theoretical paper reviews the motivational factors of design protection legislation on knockoff 
manufacturing in the United States. Since at least the early 20th Century, U.S. apparel designers 
have requested design protection legislation. In fact, more than ninety attempts have been made to 
gain legal recognition and protection for original apparel designs through the U.S. legislative system 
since 1914. In France, however, from the time of Charles Frederick Worth, rules existed concerning 
what qualified as couture design, and over the following years, design protection in Europe evolved 
to continually protect creative design. In contrast, the United States continues to have limited design 
legislation that fails to protect fashion design. Parties in opposition to increased protection argue that 
legislation will stifle creativity, whereas parties in support counter that protection will encourage 
designers to create. This paper proposes the necessity of future research based on Tedmond Wong’s 
Innovative Design Protection and Piracy Prevention Act (IDPPPA) Game Theory Model to gauge 
the effect of design protection legislation on apparel manufacturer motivation to knock off designs. 
While this paper does not test the proposed research, it provides background supported by analysis 
and synthesis of current facts, data and research literature, and proposes directions of inquiry that 
may support design protection legislation.

#United States, #knock off, #apparel manufacturing, #motivation
doi:10.21096/disegno_2016_1-2meb-bto

the effects of 
Design Protection 
LegisLAtion on 
MAnufActurer 
MotivAtion 
Megan e. blissick, belinda t. orzada
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introDuction

this paper seeks to identify the impact of design protection legislation for 
apparel goods on manufacturer motivation to knock off fashion products 
in the United states. Knockoff fashion pieces are copies or imitations of 
retailer products, often created or obtained unethically and distributed 
without accreditation to the origin of design. Knockoffs have the ability 
to impact the 1.9 million fashion and apparel workers in the United states 
(Us) (Maloney 2015), and the 1.7 million members of the european manu-
facturing industry. (textiles and Clothing 2016). high-end industry mem-
bers claim that knock offs of their designs dilute their brands and erode 
their profit margins. statistics indicate that in 97 percent of cases, the net 
present value of the original design drops an average 13 percent (Appel, Li-
bai, & Muller 2013). even with these losses, designers are restricted when 
they attempt to seek legal recourse. Us copyright law offers restricted leg-
islation in regards to protecting fashion compared to the european Union 
(eU), and the unprotected area of fashion design allows for manufacturers 
to knock off designer styles at margins of the price.

Knockoff fashion designs harbor economic and social influence over-
fashion retailers, designers, and their firms. Retailers could find their com-
panies failing due to brand dilution from knockoff styles, or could face 
heavy litigation and negative brand image by infringing on patent or trade-
mark property. designers of creative and unique work face the possibility of 
their property being mass-produced without their knowledge or consent. 
the effect of knockoff goods can even fall back to the manufacturer, who 
could lose contracts from designers concerned with their intellectual prop-
erty. overall, the knockoff industry negates economic and environmental 
growth in both the social and trade divisions (the economic 2007). the 
extent to which the knockoff industry impacts the apparel industry drives 
the necessity to implement stronger design protection legislation in the 
United states.

opinions vary regarding increased design legislation in the United 
states. some parties insinuate that a lack of legislation increases creativity 
by not allowing a monopoly on fashion design (Raustiala & sprigman 2012, 
168). opposing views argue a lack of legislation results in a lack of creativ-
ity, citing trends of duplication as a result of decreased cost and effort of 
copying (Wong 2013, 1139-1192). in order to see lasting change in United 
states design legislation, factual evidence of the effects of design legisla-
tion must be identified.
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theoreticAL frAMework

the theoretical framework ofthis study is the innovative design 
protection and piracy prevention Act (idpppA) game theory Model 
proposed by tedmond Wong of the University of pennsylvania Law 
school (Wong 2013, 1165-1181). the idpppA is the proposed exten-
sion of chapter 13 of the Copyright Act, a statute in place for fash-
ion design that does not protect creative design (ellis 2011, 163-212). 
the idpppA would extend the current copyright statute to provide 
sui generis protection for fashion design, protection that would cover 
intellectual property areas outside of traditional copyright laws (el-
lis 2011, 165). Wong’s proposed framework outlines the scenarios and 
outcomes between designers and copiers in various degrees of legal 
protection, and the idpppA model outlines the potential gain or loss 
in each scenario for a copier to create an exact copy or redesign a de-
signer’s work, theorizing the copier’s motivation as the potential pay-
off (Wong 2013,1180). the model predicts copier behavior based on 
the potential payoff, as shown in figure 1. 

 

Fig.1. 
Innovative Design Protection 
and Piracy Prevention Act 
Game Model, from Tedmond 
Wong, 2013, 1180.
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Wong’s idpppA game theory Model theorizes as to the positive ef-
fects of increased knockoff legislation on decreased participation in 
the knockoff fashion industry. (Wong 2013, 1161-1164). As legislation 
or designer ability to enforce litigation becomes apparent, knockoff 
manufacturers lose motivation in the form of payoffs to fight litiga-
tion, pushing them to settle. further, increased legislation should re-
duce exact copying, thus increasing the motivation to create unique 
and original designs (Wong 2013, 1165-1181). this theoretical frame-
work addresses the possibility for design protection legislation to in-
centivize creativity over copying.

reseArch goALs/objectives

the objective of this paper is to identify and evaluate the potential 
for design protection legislation to decrease knockoff manufacturing 
motivation while maintaining creativity in the fashion industry. Leg-
islation regarding design protection in both the United states as well 
as the eU is explored with the eU legislation providing a comparison 
for this research. Knockoff retailers and the economic impact of the 
knockoff apparel industry on both the Us and the eU is discussed.
We utilize information gathered from the literature review to identify 
directions of future research. our investigation is guided by two re-
search questions:
RQ 1: How does design legislation influence designers in the Unit-
ed States?
RQ 2: Does design legislation deter knockoff manufacturing in the 
United States?

LiterAture review
history

following trends is the way of life in the fashion world. trickle-down 
theory suggests that styles emerge from top design houses and flow 
into mainstream fashion. of course the reverse is also true, with 
“the streets” influencing high fashion as well (Mendes & de la have 
1999). the question is, when did following trends evolve from taking 
an idea and elaborating on it—a designer putting their own spin on 
it, so it becomes unique in its own right—to the outright copying of 
most details?

in the late-nineteenth and early-twentieth century, the begin-
nings of the ready-made apparel industry found Us manufacturers 
influenced by french fashion houses. the trickle-down process be-
came more widespread (Marcketti & parsons, 2006, 214-228) as copy 
houses were disseminating cheap copies of couture designs. this was 
accomplished by sketching designs at fashion shows or purchasing 
toiles, and was later aided by new types of trade literature, which 
provided fashion forecasts (Mendes & de la have 1999). thus, french 
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couture houses sought to establish copyright protection. design pro-
tection began with the formation of L’Association de protection des 
industries artistiques saisonnières (pAis), a group formed by design-
er Madeline Vionnet in 1921 to protect haute couture designs (palmer 
2013). Under the advisement of pAis, designs would be photographed 
and documented as evidence in the case of copying. Any formal com-
plaints of piracy would be handled under french penal code until 1943, 
at which time the Chambre Syndicale de la haute couture, Charles 
frederick Worth’s organization to distinguish between haute couture 
and ready-made clothing, took over the service (palmer 2013). A sys-
tem was developed allowing major retailers to purchase toiles of pa-
risian couture designs for legal reproduction. there were strict rules 
forbidding sketching and photography of fashion shows, and each 
season’s design release dates were strictly controlled (Mendes & de la 
have 1999). however, design piracy still occurred.

Regarding design piracy in the United states fashion industry, 
sara Marcketti and Jean parsons identified trade publications calling 
for manufacturers and retailers to end this practice as early as the 
1910s. By 1932, the fashion originators’ guild of America had been 
formed, in part, to protect style originators from copying or piracy 
by a system of self-regulation. the guild’s registration system func-
tioned very similarly to that of pAis, with manufacturers required 
to submit a sketch of the original design, a brief description, and an 
affidavit of originality. the guild did not protect foreign models and 
styles considered “generic” (Marcketti & parsons 2006, 214-228).  
Ultimately, the guild did not succeed because the regulation it pro-
posed became too controlling. schmidt notes that seventy-threebills 
were proposed in Congress between 1914–1983 to protect design 
through legal measures, however none passed because of the ambi-
guity of design protection (schmidt 1983, 861-880).

LegisLAtion
uniteD stAtes Design Protection 

 
in the United states, design protection is available through copyright, 
patent and trademark laws. design patents are available for new, non-
obvious ornamental design, but fall short for fashion design—the reg-
istration process for a design patent takes eighteen to twenty-four-
months, and protection only begins upon issuing of the patent, not 
filing (dinwoodie 2008). design is protected under copyright “only if, 
and only to the extent that, such design incorporates pictorial, graph-
ic, or sculptural features that can be identified separately from, and 
are capable of existing independently of, the utilitarian aspects of the 
article” (Copyright Law 2011). trademarks apply only to the source of 
design; a designer can protect their brand name, but not the designs 
under that name (trademan 2014), failing to protect individual design.
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coPyright LAws

separability testing for design copyright involves the applicant party 
displaying separation of physicality and conceptuality with the inten-
tion to distinguish between applied art and industrial design (pro-
tection 2007). this high-level separation restricts most industrial 
designs, and in this case, fashion designs, from copyright protection 
(protection 2007).

the Congressional hearing on h.R. 5055 in July 2006 regarded the 
inclusion of fashion design protection under chapter 13 of title 17 of 
the United states Code (protection 2007). this hearing explained the 
current design protection available under existing law, which mainly 
protects counterfeit products. Where knockoffs mimic the design of 
another product in a non-deceptive manner, counterfeit goods in-
fringe on trademarks, patents, or copyrights of the original designer, 
such as brand names and logos (Chadury & Zimmerman 2009). 

though unlikely, any product that does obtain copyright protec-
tion will be protected against infringement up to $50,000 or $1 per 
copy (whichever is greater) as compensation and not as a penalty 
(Copyright Law 2011). this means that the infringing party will not 
face an increased fine for a subsequent violation. the July 2006 Con-
gressional hearing proposed changes to the recovery for infringement 
for up to $250,000 or $5 per copy (protection 2007).

proposed legislation under chapter 13 of title 17, which pro-
vides very similar protection to copyright protection but is techni-
cally distinct, would define an article of apparel as a “useful ar-
ticle,” which is currently protected under chapter 13 (protection 
2007). Apparel products (clothing, fashion accessories, and foot-
wear) would receive three years of protection if the apparel firm 
filed for protection within three months of the product being made 
public (protection 2007). this protection would be geared mostly 
towards haute couture designers making four or more figures off of 
apparel products.

As of the most recent publication of the United states Code, 
no changes have been made to include fashion designs as useful 
articles, thus fashion design remains restricted from copyright 
protection in the United states (United states 2015). for apparel 
designers to protect any of their original work, they must apply for 
other legislative means.

PAtent LAws
 

United states patent laws regarding design fall under 35 U.s.C. 171, 
and state that anyone that invents a new, original, and ornamental 
design for an article may obtain a patent for a term of fifteen years 
(United states 2015). filing on an original design patent costs $220 
per patent, and examination of an original design patent costs $140 
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(United states 2015). finally, the cost for issuing a design patent is 
$860, costing a company $1,420 in total per design patent (United 
states 2015).

there are some ways for businesses to circumvent the high costs 
of patenting their designs. small businesses see some relief in patent 
fees; under the small Business Act, all patent fees are reduced by 50 
percent (United states 2015). if a company files more than twenty 
claims at one time, the filing cost for the additional claims will be re-
duced to $52, and the filing fee will be reduced by 75 percent if filed 
electronically (United states 2015). however, the examination and 
issuing charges remain static for all large companies, so though they 
may reduce filing costs, companies will still face high fees to patent 
their designs.

trADeMArk LAws

high-end fashion houses often have trademarks to differentiate their 
products from the numerous imitators on the market. in the United 
states, a trademark provides protection for products, allowing the af-
fected party to claim compensation for damages if their trademark 
was illegally used. paper applications for trademarks come with a 
$375 fee, which can be reduced to $325 if the application is submitted 
online (U.s. trademark 2015). Any trademark registered after novem-
ber 16th, 1989, will remain in force for ten years, and may be renewed 
for periods of ten years with a fee of $400 in paper, or $300 online 
(U.s. trademark 2015).

in relation to fashion goods, Us trademark laws protect jewelry, 
precious metals and stones, “fancy goods”, furnishing, leather and 
leather imitation products, yarns and threads for textile uses, tex-
tiles, textile goods, clothing, footwear, lace, and embroidery (U.s. 
trademark 2015). if a trademark is infringed upon, the owner of the 
trademark is entitled to recover the infringing party’s profits and 
damages sustained by the infringed party as well as all legal fees (U.s. 
trademark 2015). if the defending party is found guilty of intentional-
ly using a counterfeit trademark in connection with the distribution of 
goods and services, the party will enter judgment to pay three times 
profits or damages sustained to the infringed party, up to $2,000,000 
(U.s. trademark 2015). the harsh penalization of the infringing party 
falls in sharp contrast to copyright laws, which only threaten the in-
fringing party with compensatory fees instead of penalization.

for fashion retailers, a trademark is the best option with which to 
protect their goods due to the penalization of infringing parties and the 
ability to protect the trademark over a long period of time. however, 
trademarks only apply to the source of the goods and services from  
a party, and not the designs under that trademark (trademan 2014).  
A designer cannot protect their specific designs under a trademark, 
limiting the power of trademark use as a form of design legislation.
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the euroPeAn union
Design Protection

in the european Union, design can be protected under apparel cop-
yright law, intellectual rights, trademark protection, or community 
design protection. Copyright law allows designers to register dress 
design, apparel, accessories, footwear, and fashion design for all 
or part of a product (Montalvo 2014). this protection lasts for five 
years, and is available for extensions. Community protection is an 
informal means of design protection that lasts for three years, pro-
tecting designers of short-term products (Montalvo 2014). trade-
mark law protects non-utilitarian, distinctive design for up to ten 
years, and can be renewed indefinitely (schickl 2013, 15-38).

Apparel copyright laws

Apparel copyright laws for europe are enforced under the single 
Market of the eU (Countries 2015). national copyright law in the 
eU protects dress design, apparel, accessories, and footwear (Mon-
talvo 2014). in 1998, the implementation of the eU designs pro-
tection directive allowed a means of registration for fashion de-
sign (Montalvo 2014). design was defined as “the appearance of 
the whole or a part of a product resulting from the features of […] 
the lines, contours, colors, shape, texture […] or its ornamentation” 
(directive 1998, cited in Montalvo 2014). the directive also pro-
tects novel design, which is determined by the design’s availability 
to the public (Montalvo 2014).

Community Protected Design

in addition to copyright laws, the eU enacted protection of Com-
munity design rights to protect both registered and unregistered 
goods (Montalvo 2014). Registered designs benefit from protec-
tion for five years with renewal up to twenty-five years, and un-
registered designs are protected for three years from the date that 
they were published in community, giving fashion designers that 
produce products with short life cycles a means of protecting their 
designs (Montalvo 2014). table 1 displays fees for community de-
sign registration. 

if a party is found infringing on another party’s community-pro-
tected design, the claimant may file for injunctive relief in the form of 
a cease and desist (design protection 2015). in cases of trademark, 
design, or copyright protection in which the infringing party does not 
oblige to a cease and desist, the proprietor may file for a preliminary in-
junction. Claims in a district court may request compensation for dam-
ages to the proprietor in the form of lost profits, infringed profits, or rea-
sonable royalty; the court does not award punitive damages. from the 
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filing of the complaint to final judgment, the process takes on average 
six to nine months (design protection 2015).

Intellectual Property

 

the concept of design protection for european fashion design begins 
with the distinction between clothing for the purpose of utility (ready-
to-wear) and design supremacy (haute couture) (palmer 2013). instead 
of guaranteeing rights to a certain product, the eU grants designer intel-
lectual rights to their creative designs. designers can seek design pro-
tection in cases of the materialization of their intangible creative idea 
(example: the physical embodiment of a unique pattern). this type of 
design protection is commonly used for exceptional and unique designs 
and patterns, whereas products with a shorter and more mainstream life 
cycle seek Community or trademark protection (fischer 2008).

Trademark Protection

for products that require a broader scope of protection, the eU offers 
Community trademark protection for industrial designs. Community 
trademark protection, which applies to the twenty-eight member states 
of the eU, is offered to designs that are distinctive (indicative of the origi-
nating source) and non-functional; functional designs cannot obtain pro-
tection via trademark law. trademark law deems a design as functional if 
it consists exclusively of shapes derivative of the nature of the product, if 
the design is necessary to achieve a level of technicality for the product, 
or if the design provides substantial value to the product (schickl 2004). if 
a design can meet the requirements of distinction and non-functionality, 
trademark protection can extend to protect three-dimensional design. 
this process occurs within a six- to twelve-month period, and can be re-
newed indefinitely in ten-year periods (schickl 2004). 

With complex protective measures to allow designers freedom to cre-
ate without fear of their designs being stolen, europe has produced the 
highest number of the most influential designers since 1923 listed by tiMe 
Magazine (skarda 2012). Legislative protection has not restricted creativ-
ity, nor resulted in a monopoly over the fashion industry, but instead has 
inspired designers to create iconic, industry-shaping fashion. evidence of 
influential and creative fashion emerging from areas of higher protection 
and restrictive legislation could potentially influence the Us to review 
their opinions towards design protection.

fee
(1st design)

Additional fee
(designs 2-10)

Additional fee
(designs 11+)

 Registration €230 €115 €50

 publication €120 €60 €30

 deferred publication €40 €20 €10

Table 1. Community design fees 
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knockoff retAiLers

A knockoff is defined as a copy or imitation, especially of an expensive 
or designer product (“Knockoff” 2016). Knockoffs vary from counter-
feit products, products that are an exact imitation of something valu-
able or important with the intention to deceive or defraud; fraudulent 
imitations of something else; or forgeries (Counterfeit 2016). Knock-
offs are one of three forms of piracy common in the fashion industry 
(ellis 2011, 163-212). trend imitation as previously discussed borrows 
some characteristics but also incorporates changes to designs. Knock-
offs replicate another firm’s designs, often very closely, but at lower 
prices by using cheap labor and/or less expensive fabrics, and then sell 
them under a different company’s name. 

MeDiA

Knockoff retailing in the United states is highly prevalent in fast-fashion 
retailers. Retailer nasty gal faces legal repercussions for a claim made 
on twitter in June 2015 that singer-songwriter taylor swift wore one of 
their designs to the 2015 Billboard Music awards (Laugel 2015). the de-
sign in question was a knockoff of the Balmain jumpsuit that the singer-
songwriter was actually wearing at the event. due to the lack of copy-
right protection for fashion designs, the legal repercussions will only 
cover the false advertisement, not the knockoff product (Laugel 2015).
Another fashion retailer that has been identified as a knockoff manu-
facturer is forever 21. sued over fifty times, forever 21 has never lost a 
case, always opting to settle out of court (Laugel 2015). the result of 
out-of-court settlements is the lack of conviction; forever 21 has nev-
er been convicted for infringing on trademarks or designs. speculations 
point to knockoff retailing as part of forever 21’s business strategy, in-
ferring that the retailer spends less money by settling out of court and 
draws positive attention to consumers seeking designer products at a 
fraction of the price (Laugel 2015).
design knockoff is highly prevalent in fast fashion, but does occur in 
both directions. in september 2015, yves saint Laurent was accused of 
knocking off a forever 21 dress print (siebert 2015). the dress in ques-
tion, sold for $23 at forever 21, retailed for $3,490 from yves saint 
Laurent (siebert 2015). the copied design received both positive and 
negative media attention; respondents were amused by the “reversed” 
knockoff, while other consumers found the action of copying fast fash-
ion distasteful (siebert 2015). Knockoff accusations toward luxury de-
signers and high fashion houses has led to the questioning of the evo-
lution of the role of the creative director (phipps-Rufus 2015).
italian fashion house Moschino’s head designer Jeremy scott faces a 
lawsuit regarding copyright infringement on the Moschino autumn/
winter 2015 collection (Jeremy scott 2015). the line featured at Mi-
lan fashion week featured graffiti designs claimed to be originals from 
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graffiti artist Joseph tierney (Jeremy 2015). scott has been accused on 
multiple occasions, and admitted to infringing on tierney’s graffiti de-
signs, incorporating them into Moschino’s autumn/winter 2015 collec-
tion without permission (Jeremy 2015). After this admission of guilt, 
scott removed the products in question from the collection. however, 
as of december 2015, Moschino graffiti print products were still avail-
able for purchase on the Moschino website.
Knockoff retail does not always occur at opposing price points; design-
er Mansur gavriel was accused of knocking off designer Maryam nassir 
Zadeh’s line of open-toe mule sandals in september 2015 (Coscarelli 
2015). the two designers offer identical price points, with the Mansur 
gavriel shoes retailing for $325 to $625 and the Zadeh shoes retail-
ing for $391. Zadeh made a statement accusing Mansur gavriel of pur-
chasing the shoes in question from her store in July 2014, stating that 
the store records served as proof of Mansur gavriel knocking off the 
mule sandals (sherman 2015). though the records could prove intent 
to knock off the designs, copyright protection in the United states 
does not protect anything functional, and the design lacks distinctive-
ness that could be protected by trademark law (sherman 2015).
due to lack of legislative action, Us retailers have turned to knockoff 
designing as a way of life. this stifling of creativity results in drawn-
out lawsuits, negative publicity, and products removed from lines, 
giving designers a bad name and causing doubt among their success. 
Rather than working towards innovation, creation has come to a 
standstill filled with lawsuits and cyclical design.

PubLic oPinion

Kim and Karpova’s research into the theory of planned behavior iden-
tified consumer attitudes towards non-deceptive counterfeit fashion 
goods (Kim & Karpova 2010, 79-94). participants in the study who had 
purchased counterfeit goods in the past were more likely to purchase 
again, as were participants who identified themselves as value-con-
scious consumers. integrity and consumption habits were not found 
to be related, inferring that consumers do not perceive counterfeit 
product purchases as unethical or irresponsible. Consumers were least 
likely to purchase counterfeit goods when functioning under the belief 
that public opinion of counterfeit product consumption was undesir-
able (Kim & Karpova 2010, 79-94).

Acceptance of knockoff manufacturing is voiced through media 
outlets that support the process. in Kal Raustiala and Christopher 
sprigman’s 2012 publication, The Knockoff Economy: How Imita-
tion Sparks Innovation, the two authors argue that the economy of 
the United states thrives on production of knockoffs. the authors argue 
the viewpoint that patent and copyright laws are conductive to creativ-
ity, and propose that copying can be beneficial for creativity (Raustiala 
& sprigman 2012, 7). they further argue that even though copying is a 
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common event in the fashion industry, and though there are victims to 
knock-off products, the industry as a whole has continued to thrive and 
innovate in the face of copying (Kim & Karpova 2010).

Raustiala and sprigman view copyright protection as restrictive 
towards innovation, serving to increase the profits of the creator to 
increase their willingness to continue to create (Kim & Karpova 2010, 
167-168).they describe this process as “hostile”, and argue that in-
creased protection would decrease competition, which they claim is 
a notable source of both economic and cultural importance. the belief 
that copyright and rules that deter copying will decrease competition, 
and in turn creativity drives the argument to minimize knockoff pro-
tection (Kim & Karpova 2010, 169).

Acknowledging the lack of ethical discord and the encourage-
ment of knockoff fashion to promote competition, Amy Landers pro-
posed justifications towards the intellectual protection of fashion de-
sign (Landers 2014, 427-508). Landers approached the field of fashion 
with distinction between creative design and mass-market product, 
discriminating between clothes created for commodity and clothes 
that are capable of conveying meaning (Landers 2014). this distinc-
tion identifies apparel with value that transcends utilitarian needs as 
worthwhile of design protection, and rejects mass-market clothing 
designed to appeal to a broad market. the paper argues that appar-
el design with cultural significance that is expressive and not driven 
solely by customer taste, but rather contributes to cultural conversa-
tion deserves intellectual property protection.

Amy Landers proposed an openwork model for fashion protec-
tion (Landers 2014). Because fashion design is a highly collaborative 
process that involves inspiration and influence from multiple parties, 
Landers proposes that a minimal level of intellectual property protec-
tion will still incentivize and stimulate creativity. Rather than focus 
on copyright protection as a means solely for a company to maintain 
profits, she states that the focus should instead be on crediting the 
original author with cultural authority. this approach focuses on the 
aesthetic creation of the designer, aligning the rationale of design pro-
tection for fashion with that of artists in other fields (Landers 2014).

inDustry resPonse: LegAL Action
United States

Although United states legislation is limited in comparison to europe, 
designers file for and win lawsuits for products protected by patent and 
trademark law. Lydia dishman’s october 2015 article outlines the vic-
tories of tory Burch, Christian Louboutin, hermes, and Belstaff in the 
United states (dishman 2015). in 2013, tory Burch was awarded $38.9 
million in a lawsuit against jewelry designer Lin & J international regard-
ing the trademarked “isis Cross” design. Christian Louboutin successful-
ly trademarked the red sole of his shoes in a new york federal court after 
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two years of litigation. the new york firm, thursday friday inc. featured 
a screen-printed image of the hermes Birkin bag on a tote bag, and was 
ordered to terminate production and pull products from the floor. in 
september 2015, Belstaff was awarded $42 million in damages from 678 
counterfeit websites. these successful legal actions all involved aspects 
of products that were protected by some form of legislation. When leg-
islation protects design, the designer is able to defend their intellectual 
property against knockoff manufacturers.

European Union

in the eU, lawsuits emerge for similar reasons, but designers are able to 
demand compensation for cultural as well as intellectual design protec-
tion. Chanel filed a lawsuit in January 2015 against shop Jeen for trade-
mark infringement and counterfeiting (Zerbo 2015). in addition to filing 
for their legally-protected designs, Chanel claimed that the means of 
advertising the infringing products were non-cohesive with that of the 
Chanel brand, further damaging the company (Zerbo 2015). european 
brand Adidas has sued both forever 21 and sketchers over their designs, 
arguing that the designs in question are confusingly similar, and will 
dilute the distinctive quality of Adidas (Weisberg 2015). the nature of 
these lawsuits allude to the additional layer of design protection rep-
resentative of the european view of fashion design as a non-functional 
work that is indicative of the originating source (schickl 2013).

iMPLicAtions

the goal of this research was to shed light on the major concerns 
restricting the implementation of stricter design protection in the 
United states. those opposed to design protection legislation claim 
that monopolistic copyright will stifle creativity in lieu of profits 
(Raustiala & sprigman 2012, 168). parties in support of design legis-
lation, including tedmond Wong, the author of the game theory mod-
el, propose that protection will incentivize designers to create and 
innovate (Landers 2014). gaining insight into the creative processes 
of industry members, the influence of copying and knocking off other 
retailers, and the power of knockoff legislation as part of the crea-
tive process is imperative. Research findings supporting the belief 
that legislation will incentivize creative design could serve as ground 
on which to propose more stringent design protection legislation in 
the United states. 

fashion retailers in the United states are denied legal protection 
to their designs due to the functionality of clothing as well as the 
potential monopolization of the fashion industry. Congress hesitates 
to enforce design protection that would decrease creativity and limit 
an industry that provides a necessary function for consumers. evi-
dence of the positive effects of the proposed legislation on creative 
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design can increase positive public opinion towards design protec-
tion, further incentivizing the creation of fashion design.

recoMMenDeD future reseArch

it is our viewpoint that an understanding of the motivations of ap-
parel manufacturers to copy the work of others rather than apply 
their own creativity to a design. during Congressional hearings, 
apparel industry executives testified as to the harms of design pi-
racy. others argued that the limited protection afforded through 
the court system improves or allows for creativity. What motivates 
the act of design piracy? is it purely a profit-influenced decision? 
following trends in fashion is important. design variations are one 
thing—knockoffs and counterfeits are another. has the pressure to 
reduce lead times and reduce costs led to this problem? 

Research is needed to gain information regarding both attitudes 
and actions in the Us apparel industry, including the knocking off of 
other retailer’s designs and the motivational factors behind knock-
ing off products. for Congress to make informed decisions leading 
to a balance of protection vs. freedom, they need to understand 
the other side of the industry. gaining information regarding prod-
uct development team’s creative inspiration techniques, owners, 
designers, and product developers’ attitudes towards knocking off 
apparel goods, and their experiences regarding knockoff legislation 
will provide insight to the problem and hopefully lead to solutions 
that benefit the industry.  

it is important to understand the influence of design legislation 
on designers and apparel manufacturers at all levels of the indus-
try. from where does a product developer draw inspiration? What 
resources, both inside and outside of the fashion industry influ-
ence the product developer? how would the product development 
and design process change if Us protections against design piracy 
were more stringent (or more lenient)? Wong’s idpppA game theory 
states that more stringent design protection will decrease piracy 
incentive, at the worst motivating retailers to become creative 
with copies, and at the best motivating retailers to be creative and 
avoid piracy altogether (Wong 2013).

the implications of this research could serve to clarify the vary-
ing opinions surrounding increased design legislation in the United 
states. in order to see lasting change in United states design leg-
islation, Congress must be assured that design legislation will in-
crease creativity and manufacturer motivation in the United states. 
this research can gauge the motivational factors of the knockoff 
industry, the effect of design legislation, and the relationship be-
tween these two on manufacturer motivation, with the hopes of 
a positive relationship to encourage increased design legislation in 
the United states.
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